
FROM THE EDITOR
Hey,

Easter Break is almost here! I know 
I’ve been saying since about an hour or 
so into Spring Break that I was ready for 
another break, but this one snuck up on 
me. After dealing with a lost voice re
corder with my two major projects of the 
year, completing those projects (with the 
recovered recorder!), rehearsing, study
ing for tests and writing papers I will be 
even more thankful for the break.

I have a feeling you will be, too. This 
is the point of the year where students 
and teachers alike seem to realize Just 
how little time we have left in the 
semester and are determined to cram 
everything we haven’t done into the 
last few week of school. Whether this 
includes an epic road trip, hiking, ex
ercise, papers, tests, or squeezing those 
last convo credits in (or, more likely, all 
of the above) most of us have a long list 
of things to do in a short period of time.

Easter Break, while short, is the last one 
we have before the end of the semester 
and will probably be one of the busi
est we all have. Keep the Whetstone in 
mind as you’re on break and shoot us 
photos, emails or Facebook messages 
about how it’s going!

Another big concern this year is 
health— with allergies and stress (and 
Easter chocolate on top of that!) Nurse 
Linda Thompson and the campus coun
selor, Jane Carter, have agreed to write 
advice and Q&As for the Whetstone. 
Have a question for one of them? You 
can either email them at Ithompson® 
montreat.edu or Jcarter® montreat.edu 
or, if you’d rather, send them straight to 
us at mcwhetstone®gmail.com or Mon
treat College Box 839.

We have some really awesome articles 
this issue— we have some from SGA, 
from members of the Guatemala mission 
trip, and others, including some statistics

and news about the school.

As always, send us your articles, 
photos, or letters for publication— and 
be sure to let us know how we’re doing. 
This is the student voice, so represent!
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Correction:

Last issue’s “French 
Impressions” was written 
by Enmanuel Medrano, 
not Nathan Adams. We 
apologize for the mis

print.
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Source: vval 1 streetgreek.blogspot.com

INTERESTED IN WRITING 
FOR THE WHETSTONE?

E-mail us and let us know.
We’d love to have 

your voice represented! 
mcwhetstone@gmail.com
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(jetstone is afso onfine! Qeck it out at www.mcwSetstone.com 
or on
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